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New construction/renovation
of the Mühleareal building
complex, Herbligen BE

2009

A five-story apartment building and 2 x 3 row single-family homes are clustered around
the existing mill building.

The project 
The mill area with the listed mill consisted, like the farms, of
very different volumes. Due to the abandonment of the mill
and a transitional period without commercial activity, a kind
of industrial wasteland was created. A new center for
Herbligen was to be built on this industrial wasteland. In an
invited competition, the project of Aebi Vincent Architects
from Bern prevailed. It unites an ensemble consisting of a
five-story apartment building and 2 x 3 terraced single-family
houses grouped around the existing mill building.

The construction 
The old mill once consisted of a residential and an economic
part, united under one roof. In the southern part, the existing
apartments were gently converted, while in the northern part
modern, clearly structured units were created. In both parts
of the building, the attic apartments are duplexes. The
original exterior appearance of the mill building was
meticulously reconstructed and structurally restored. The
construction of the new buildings is made of wood from the
first floor upwards. The buildings have Minergie standard and
controlled ventilation. Wood-concrete composite ceilings and
wood-frame walls are used to achieve the acoustic and fire
protection requirements. The base is made of exposed
concrete, the facades are clad with horizontal larch wood
slats.
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General view

Construction Data
- Minergie standard
- Wood frame construction

Services of Timbatec
- SIA Phase 31 Preliminary design
- Fire protection planning
- SIA Phase 32 Construction project
- Structural analysis and design
- SIA Phase 41 Tendering and comparison of offers
- 3D and 2D construction planning
- Technical site management and site inspections

Timberconstruction engineers
Timbatec Holzbauingenieure Schweiz AG, Thun
3600 Thun

Timber constructioncontractor
Hector Egger Holzbau AG
4900 Langenthal

Architect
Aebi&Vincent Architekten SIA AG
3007 Bern

Client
Ammann Globalbau
3652 Hilterfingen

Civil engineer
smt ag ingenieure + planer
3626 Hünibach bei Thun

Timber contractor
Frutiger AG Holzbau- und Raummodulbau
3661 Uetendorf

Building physicist
Zeugin Bauberatungen AG
3110 Münsingen
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